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commandos 2: men of courage is the sequel to commandos: behind enemy lines and commandos: beyond the call of duty . developed by
pyro studios and produced by eidos interactive, commandos 2 has been one of the most successful world war ii strategy games ever

created for pc. this entry into the series is arguably the best and most played in the commandos universe. the mac os x version of this title
is published by feral interactive as part of the commandos battle pack. the missions from the first game are not a 1:1 conversion, it wasn't

just a copy&paste; job ;) the file formats in commandos 1 and 2 are completely different, so every single resource had to be converted (tool-
assisted of course). all the mission scripts had to be rewritten from scratch. so the missions might look the same, but they feel different.

commandos 2: destination paris is a modification of the game commandos 2: men of courage, originally made by pyro studios. most of the
original game has been changed, to give the player a new and exciting commandos experience. pyro studios are no longer making

commandos games in the style of commandos 2, which many people are fans of. this mod gives people almost a new game, without having
to spend a penny. the mod has been made more challenging, to stop you from completing it too quickly, so you will get a long game. it will
challenge even the best commandos players. nevertheless it has been calibrated for novices and for people that are a bit 'rusty'. when you

start a mission, the screen at the top shows you a general overview of the mission. a special button (it is a red button) is placed in the
middle of the bottom of the screen. if you click on this button, you will be able to see the place of the commandos. this will be very useful in

some cases.
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in certain missions, there are people willing to help your commandos, or who the commandos need
to help. they generally are the us soldiers, the british soldiers, or the gurkhas. sometimes when there

are no troop based allies to help the player, there are sometimes single allies to assist the player
with a specific objective. robert f. fischer in his book combat bandsman: memoir of a tour in vietnam

with the 9th infantry division on wrote on page 40 that: our destination encampment shared the
same initials with our soon-to-be-relieved commander in chief of the military, president lyndon b.

johnson, lbjcamp long binh junction. it also shared initials with another nearby facility, long binh jail 1
- about this mod----------------------this is a modification (mod) of commandos 2: men of courage, to

make it more challenging and realistic. this mod is intended to give players of commandos 2 a new
challenge, as pyro (the people that made commandos) are not making any more commandos games
in the style of commandos 2.there are limits to what we are able to do, but with what we are able to

do, we have edited the standard missions, and tried to make them more fun and challenging.we
hope you enjoy the mod, as much as we did making it. in certain missions, there are people willing to
help your commandos, or who the commandos need to help. they generally are the us soldiers, the
british soldiers, or the gurkhas. sometimes when there are no troop based allies to help the player,

there are sometimes single allies to assist the player with a specific objective. 5ec8ef588b
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